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Introduction

Read and Write provides activities to assist in the recognition of

three letter word families and early sight words.
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These following word family words are used in the activities

cab

cat

fin

top

dad

fax

lip

cot

bag

bib

sit

tub

ham

lid

sob

mug

van

pig

rod

mum

hut bed leg hen jet

tap

Tim

dog

sun
mum

Also included are the following early sight words

mum

her

are

plays

a

boy

man

baby

the

they

put

with

dad

on

can

from

in

he

see

blue

has

girl

one

likes

is

my

you

all

she

men

look

car



Trace drawthe sentence and the cat.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishdoes the cat like to eat? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Mum    has    is    pats    van    a

the    put    hen    run    cat

Mum    has    is    pats    van    a

the    put    hen    run    cat
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Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

tac

sapt

..................

..................

het

uMm

..................

..................

The cat likes

Mum pats the cat.



Kim has a pet pig.

Trace drawthe sentence and Kim.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishis the pig’s name? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Kim    him    to    has    cat    a

set    pet    six    pig    fig    in

Kim    him    to    has    cat    a

set    pet    six    pig    fig    in
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gip

etp

..................

..................

sah..................

..................miK

The pig’s name is



Dad is in the sun.

Trace drawthe sentence and a sun.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Where Finishis Dad? the sentence.Where Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Sad    Dad    it    is    her    hot

in    the    sum    fun    on    sun

Sad    Dad    it    is    her    hot

in    the    sum    fun    on    sun
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si

nsu

..................

..................

dDa..................

..................ni

het..................

Dad is



She cut her leg.

Trace drawthe sentence and a tree.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

How Finishdid she cut her leg? the sentence.How Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

She    He    can    cut    his    the

log    it    her    man    on    leg

She    He    can    cut    his    the

log    it    her    man    on    leg
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rhe

heS

..................

..................

utc..................

..................gel

She cut her leg on



The rat is in the bin.

Trace drawthe sentence and some rubbish.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishdoes the rat like to eat? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

To    The    cat    rat    his    is

dot    in    the    dip    bin    lid

To    The    cat    rat    his    is

dot    in    the    dip    bin    lid
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het

si

..................

..................

ni..................

..................hTe

tar..................

..................nib

The rat likes to eat



Trace drawthe sentence and a beach.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Why Finishdid they hide in the hut? the sentence.Why Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

They    The    hid    had    his    is

in    it    the    hat    run    hut

They    The    hid    had    his    is

in    it    the    hat    run    hut
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dhi

htu

..................

..................

het..................

..................ni

heTy..................

They hid because

They hid in the hut.



The ham is in the pot.

Trace drawthe sentence and the ham in the pot.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Who Finishis cooking the ham? the sentence.Who Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The    him    ham    is    it    in

bin    the    at    her    pot    pat

The    him    ham    is    it    in

bin    the    at    her    pot    pat
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ni

top

..................

..................

mha

hTe

..................

..................

si

het

..................

..................

is cooking the ham.



Trace drawthe sentence and some fog.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Why Finishdid the girl run? the sentence.Why Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

A    At    girl    run    her    ran

is    in    the    fig    for    fog

A    At    girl    run    her    ran

is    in    the    fig    for    fog
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ni

gof

..................

..................

het..................

..................rlig

nar..................

The girl ran

A girl ran in the fog.



Ted has six red tins.

Trace drawthe sentence and six red tins.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishis in the tins? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Ted    him    has    is    as    six

bed    red    it    in    tins    pins

Ted    him    has    is    as    six

bed    red    it    in    tins    pins
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der

stin

..................

..................

edT

sah

..................

..................

xsi..................

The tins are filled with



Trace drawthe sentence and a boy.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishis in the box? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

A    An    boy    dog    sat    sit

on    in    the    fox    box    six

A    An    boy    dog    sat    sit

on    in    the    fox    box    six
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tas

xob

..................

..................

no..................

..................het

yob..................

The box is filled with

A boy sat on the box.



My hat has a pom pom.

Trace drawthe sentence and a pom pom.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishcan you do when it is cold? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Mum    My    had    hat    as    has

and    at    a    pom    pin    pom

Mum    My    had    hat    as    has

and    at    a    pom    pin    pom
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tah

mop

..................

..................

sah

yM

..................

..................

When it is cold I can



Trace drawthe sentence and some mud.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Why Finishdid the fox sit? the sentence.Why Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The    tub    fox    fax    sit    sat

in    the    mum    mad    mud

The    tub    fox    fax    sit    sat

in    the    mum    mad    mud
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ni

dum

..................

..................

hte..................

..................fxo

heT..................

..................sta

The fox sat because

The fox sat in the mud.



My cap is on the rug.

Trace drawthe sentence and a cap.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

How Finishdid the cap get on the rug? the sentence.How Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Me    My    cap    cat    is    on

rat    the    a    rag    rug    mat

Me    My    cap    cat    is    on

rat    the    a    rag    rug    mat
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no

yM

..................

..................

pac

gur

..................

..................

het

si

..................

..................

The cap



Trace drawthe sentence and a bug.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishwill happen to the bug? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The    dog    bug    is    mud    in

tin    the    web    wet    wax

The    dog    bug    is    mud    in

tin    the    web    wet    wax
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gub

bwe

..................

..................

hte..................

..................ni

si..................

..................hTe

The bug will

The bug is in the web.



He fed the ten hens.

Trace drawthe sentence and ten hens.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishdo the hens eat? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Her    He    fit    fed    fat    fun

it    the    in    ten    pens    hens

Her    He    fit    fed    fat    fun

it    the    in    ten    pens    hens
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nehs

def

..................

..................

het

net

..................

..................

eH..................

The hens eat



Trace drawthe sentence and some men.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Where Finishare the men going? the sentence.Where Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

We    The    bug    men    is    are

as    in    the    bat    sub    bus

We    The    bug    men    is    are

as    in    the    bat    sub    bus
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ni

bsu

..................

..................

nme..................

..................rea

teh..................

..................hTe

The men are going

The men are in the bus.



She put it in the bag.

Trace drawthe sentence and something in the bag.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishdid she put in the bag? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

She    He    put    pat    it    fun

in    the    on    bug    big    bag

She    He    put    pat    it    fun

in    the    on    bug    big    bag
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ti

gab

..................

..................

het

tup

..................

..................

hSe

ni

..................

..................

She put



Trace drawthe sentence and some nuts.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishare the nuts like? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The    she    nuts    nut    it    are

in    on    the    not    tan    tin

The    she    nuts    nut    it    are

in    on    the    not    tan    tin
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rea

nit

..................

..................

ehT..................

..................ni

sunt..................

..................het

The nuts are

The nuts are in the tin.



Ted can hop on one leg.

Trace drawthe sentence and a hopscotch game.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishelse can Ted do? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Ted    The    cap    can    in    fun

hop    hip    on    one    big    leg

Ted    The    cap    can    in    fun

hop    hip    on    one    big    leg
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gle

dTe

..................

..................

cna

neo

..................

..................

no

poh

..................

..................

Ted can



Trace drawthe sentence and a dam.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Why Finishdid the man run to the dam? the sentence.Why Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

He    The    man    nut    ran    run

so    to    the    ham    dam    bad

He    The    man    nut    ran    run

so    to    the    ham    dam    bad
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mad

eTh

..................

..................

ot..................

..................nra

het..................

..................nam

The man ran because

The man ran to the dam.



Can you see the fin?

Trace drawthe sentence and a fin.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishis the fin from? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Cap    Can    yet    you    in    yes

see    sad    the    fun    fan    fin

Cap    Can    yet    you    in    yes

see    sad    the    fun    fan    fin
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ese

het

..................

..................

nif

ouy

..................

..................

naC..................

The fin is from



Trace drawthe sentence and a fax.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishdid mum’s fax say? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

she    Mum    no    has    not    is

got    a    six    for    fox    fax

she    Mum    no    has    not    is

got    a    six    for    fox    fax
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tog

sah

..................

..................

fxa..................

..................Mmu

Mum’s fax said

Mum has got a fax.



Can you fix the car?
Trace drawthe sentence and some tools.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishdoes the car need? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Can    Cat    yet    you    fox    fix

fax    she    the    cut    car    cab

Can    Cat    yet    you    fox    fix

fax    she    the    cut    car    cab
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het

nCa

..................

..................

uoy

xfi

..................

..................

rac..................

The car needs



Trace drawthe sentence and Tim.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishdid Tim do? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Dad    Mum    no    is    not    it

mad    mud    at    a    Tom    Tim

Dad    Mum    no    is    not    it

mad    mud    at    a    Tom    Tim
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dam

mTi

..................

..................

umM..................

..................si

ta..................

Tim

Mum is mad at Tim.



A cat is on the red mat.

Trace drawthe sentence and a red mat.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishdoes the cat like to do? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

A    can    cat    is    cut    on

the    it    red    rod    mud    mat

A    can    cat    is    cut    on

the    it    red    rod    mud    mat
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no

tam

..................

..................

hte

si

..................

..................

tca

der

..................

..................

The cat likes



Trace drawthe sentence and a cod.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishwill the cod do? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Look    it    at    the    cat    cod

on    big    a    red    rod    rid

Look    it    at    the    cat    cod

on    big    a    red    rod    rid
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doc

het

..................

..................

ta..................

..................dor

no..................

..................koLo

The cod will

Look at the cod on a rod.



Sam plays with the cub.

Trace drawthe sentence and a cub.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishwill the cub grow into? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Sam    Sum    plays    it    is    on

with    to    the    cat    cab    cub

Sam    Sum    plays    it    is    on

with    to    the    cat    cab    cub
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het

htwi

..................

..................

maS

bcu

..................

..................

yaslp..................

The cub will be a



Trace drawthe sentence and a bath.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishwill Dad do next? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Mum   My    at    Dad    dog    is

likes    at    to    him    ham    hum

Mum   My    at    Dad    dog    is

likes    at    to    him    ham    hum
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mhu

yM

..................

..................

Dda..................

..................kilse

ot..................

Dad will

My Dad likes to hum.



The baby has a red bib.

Trace drawthe sentence and a bib.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishis the baby’s name? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The    boy    baby    it    has    a

sad    red    is    bad    bib    bog

The    boy    baby    it    has    a

sad    red    is    bad    bib    bog
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ibb

hTe

..................

..................

abby

rde

..................

..................

sha..................

The baby is called



Trace drawthe sentence and a chair.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishwill she do next? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The   She    is    sips    sat    sit

from    in    the    cat    cap    cup

The   She    is    sips    sat    sit

from    in    the    cat    cap    cup
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spis

hte

..................

..................

mrof..................

..................hSe

puc..................

She will

She sips from the cup.



He gets the wet mop.

Trace drawthe sentence and the wet mop.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishis the wet mop for? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

She    He    got    gets    will    the

wet    met    a    win    mop    map

She    He    got    gets    will    the

wet    met    a    win    mop    map
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hte

wte

..................

..................

pom

tgse

..................

..................

eH..................

The wet mop



Trace drawthe sentence and a mat.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishwill he do next? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The   pip    pup    pop    is    sit

on    in    the    rug    mug    mat

The   pip    pup    pop    is    sit

on    in    the    rug    mug    mat
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no

Teh

..................

..................

ppu..................

..................atm

het..................

..................si

He will

The pup is on the mat.



Meg stops the red bus.

Trace drawthe sentence and a red bus.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Where Finishis Meg going? the sentence.Where Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Meg    top    on    stops    is    the

bag    red    rid    rod    sub    bus

Meg    top    on    stops    is    the

bag    red    rid    rod    sub    bus
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hte

posts

..................

..................

gMe

sbu

..................

..................

dre..................

Meg is going



Trace drawthe sentence and some more mud.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Why Finishis the pig happy? the sentence.Why Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Book   Look    at    ball    is    sit

all    at    the    rub    mud    mug

Book   Look    at    ball    is    sit

all    at    the    rub    mud    mug
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ta

dum

..................

..................

kooL..................

..................eht

lal..................

He is happy because

Look at all the mud.



Dad met Mum at the hut.

Trace drawthe sentence and a hut.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Where Finishare they going? the sentence.Where Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Dad    dog    met    is    Mum    in

at    mat    the    tub    nut    hut

Dad    dog    met    is    Mum    in

at    mat    the    tub    nut    hut
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hte

umM

..................

..................

tem

ta

..................

..................

adD

thu

..................

..................

They are going



Trace drawthe sentence and a path.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Where Finishis the man going? the sentence.Where Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The   Ted    man    men    has    is

a    at    big    bog    map    mug

The   Ted    man    men    has    is

a    at    big    bog    map    mug
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hTe

pam

..................

..................

gib..................

..................sah

mna..................

He is going

The man has a big map.



Dad has a nap in bed.

Trace drawthe sentence and a window.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Why Finishcan’t Dad sleep? the sentence.Why Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Dad    Dot    has    sat    sad    a

nap    nip    in    on    bed    bad

Dad    Dot    has    sat    sad    a

nap    nip    in    on    bed    bad
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deb

pan

..................

..................

ni

dDa

..................

..................

hsa..................

Dad can’t sleep because



Trace drawthe sentence and a big red jet.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Where Finishis Tim? the sentence.Where Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Tim   Tom    saw    sees    at    a

big    bog    bag    red    jar    jet

Tim   Tom    saw    sees    at    a

big    bog    bag    red    jar    jet
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gbi

edr

..................

..................

tje..................

..................eess

miT..................

Tim is

Tim sees a big red jet.



She runs to the bus stop.

Trace drawthe sentence and a bus stop.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Why Finishis she running? the sentence.Why Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

She    see    runs    ran    to    tar

the    bug    bus    a    step    stop

She    see    runs    ran    to    tar

the    bug    bus    a    step    stop
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ot

pots

..................

..................

het

nsur

..................

..................

hSe

sbu

..................

..................

She is



Trace drawthe sentence and some grass.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Who Finishwill win? the sentence.Who Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The   She    dog    pay    plays    in

with    hat    the    car    cap    cat

The   She    dog    pay    plays    in

with    hat    the    car    cap    cat
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yapls

cta

..................

..................

het..................

..................gdo

hTe..................

..................tihw

The winner will be

The dog plays with the cat.



The girl has a big doll.

Trace drawthe sentence and a bed.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishwill the girl do? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The    get    girl    his    has    a

is    big    bug    dog    doll    bell

The    get    girl    his    has    a

is    big    bug    dog    doll    bell
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sah

gib

..................

..................

hTe

lodl

..................

..................

rilg..................

The girl will



Trace drawthe sentence and a tree.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Who Finishis the boy playing with? the sentence.Who Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

The   bay    boy    his    has    an

a    red    blue    got    get    gun

The   bay    boy    his    has    an

a    red    blue    got    get    gun
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nug

Teh

..................

..................

yob..................

..................uleb

sah..................

He is playing with

The boy has a blue gun.



Pam is in the big box.

Trace drawthe sentence and a TV.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishis the girl watching? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Pam    Sam    is    his    in    hot

the    big    bag    six    fox    box

Pam    Sam    is    his    in    hot

the    big    bag    six    fox    box
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si

xbo

..................

..................

gbi

maP

..................

..................

ni

het

..................

..................

The girl is watching



Tom is in the red van.

Trace drawthe sentence and Tom.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

Where Finishcan Tom go in the van? the sentence.Where Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

my    Tom    the    is    in    on

the    rid    red    rod    man    van

my    Tom    the    is    in    on

the    rid    red    rod    man    van
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nav

ni

..................

..................

moT

eth

..................

..................

si

erd

..................

..................

Tom can go



Mum plays with the baby.

Trace drawthe sentence and more toys.Trace draw

Find traceand the words from the sentence.Find trace

What Finishare they playing? the sentence.What Finish

Write the sentence again.Write

Unjumble the letters to make words.Unjumble

Mum    Sam    it    plays    is    to

with    a    the    boy    bub    baby

Mum    Sam    it    plays    is    to

with    a    the    boy    bub    baby
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yabb

mMu

..................

..................

yslap

hitw

..................

..................

het..................

They are playing
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